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ALTITUDE-WIND-TURREL I?RESTIGATION CD THRUST 

AmATICN CF A TURBOJRT EKXRE 

II - PERF- WITE lWI!ER INJECTION 

By Robert 0. Dietz and William A. Fleming 

Thrust augmentation 
tion at the inlet of the 
in the Cleveland altitude wind tunnel. Engine performance at an 
engine speed of 7600 rpm wa8 obtained over a tide range of water-air 
ratios at praeeure altitudee of 5000 and 20,000 feet and at a ram- 
pressure ratio corresponding to a flight Mach number of about 0.265. 
A fixed-area tail-sipe nozzle 1$ inches in diameter wae used for 
this investigation. Sata are Treaented to ahow the effect of water 
injectlon on engine performance. Ahiscuesion of the effect of 
water injection on the preesure and temperature distribution at the 
oompresgor outlet of the turbojet engine is inoluded. 

At flight condition8 for which the inlet air must be heated to 
avoid icing during the praceea of water injection, thrust augmenta- 
tion by the ~86 of water LnjectZon is not practical. The net thrust 
of the er@ne tith an inlet-air temperature of 520° R at a pressure 
altitude of SC00 feet was increased 15.pe.r~-qt& meana of water 
injectton in the cvuseor inlet at a water-air ratio of 0.0407 and 
a stilated fli&Xach number of 0.265. The specific liquid ccmeump- 
tion, defined as the pounds of fuel and water caneumed by the engine 
per pound of net tbruat, wan 220 percent greater than the specific 
fuel consum2tfon for the engfne tithout water Injection. These net- 
thrust and specific-lfquid-consumption data represent engine opera- 
tion at limiting turbine-outlet temperature (1680° R). Water tijec- 
tion markedly changed the pressure, temperature, and velooity 
distributions at the compressor outlet. 

UNCLASSIFtED 
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IIVI'RCDUCTION 

Thrust augmentation is of importance fri increasing the usefulnem 
and the range of application of turbojet engines. An investigation of 
thrust augmentation by various methods is in progrese at the NACA 
Cleveland laboratory. Three methods of thrust augmentation have been 
investigated: (1) tall-pipe burning, (2) water injection, and (3) 
bleed-off cycle combined tith water inJectian. The result8 of inveeti- 
gation8 of tail-pipe burn- on a turbojet engine are presented irz 
reference3 1 and 2. 

The injection of water into the inlet of a turbojet engine 
increa3es the thrust of the engine by increasing the ma33 flow through 
the engine and decreaeing the temperature of the air flowing through 
the compressor aa the water vaporizee. The lower temperature of the 
air flowing through the ccmpre33or incre$3e3 the compreseor preeeure 
ratio by increasing the compressor Msch ruLmber and aleo increaees the 
difference between the temperature3 at which the work of compreseion 
i3 added to and taken from the worki% fluid in the engine. 

Reeulte of an inveetigation of water Injection at the inlet of 
a turbojet engins havine; an axial-flow cmrpressor are reported. This 
tiveeti&Lon was made at a ram-pressure ratio oorreaponding to a 
flight Mach rxxuber of 0.265 at prG33ure &lt~ti&e of 5m0 ati 
20,000 feet. The water-air ratio was v&ied from 0 ~0~0.0416 at 
5000 feet arid frcun 0 to O.OS7i at 20,000 feet while the engine speed 
wa3 maintained at 7600 *pm. A fixed-area tail-pipe nozzle wa3 u3ed 
on the engine. 

Performance results wfth water injection at the compre38or inlet 
of a standard turbojet engine and a discussion of the effect of water 
injection on the pressure, temperature, and velocity dietrlbutlon8 
at the compreesor outldt are presented. 

INSTALLATION FOR WATER IXJ-ECTION 

.- 

A atandard turbojet engine having an ll-etage z&al-flow compressor, 
eight cylindrical combuetion chambers, a single-etage turbfne, a tail 
pipe, and an exhauet nozzle was used in thie inveetigation. The over- 
all length of the eng%ne 13 14 feet and the-*imum diamettir ie 36 inchae. 
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Water was Injected at a station 6 inches upstream of the engine 
inlet through 24 nozzles installed circumferentially around the 
inlet duct, (See ffg. 1.) Very fine drop size was d83irabl8 in 
order to avoid erosion of the compressor blades. The commercfal 
air-atomizfng epray nozzle used to inject the water ie shown in 
figure 2. This nozzle hae an air jet in the center that is 
0.063 inch in dieIn8ter and a main orifice diameter of 0.089 inch. 
Water is introduced through the annular passage in the nozzle where 
swirl is induced by several turning vanes. Air discharged from the 
Center Jet strike3 the water tiide th8 mixing chamber just befOr8 
entering the orifice and the mixture is discharged in the form of a 
fine spray. With a water pressure of 60 pounds per equare inch and 
an air pressure of 1oO'pounds per square Inch, the drop size of the 
resulting spray is approxfmately 50 microns. 

The 8ngl.n8 was auapended from a wing section installed fn the 
20-foot-diameter t83t 88CtiOn Of th8 altitude wind tU.IlTl81. my air 
was 8LipplFed to the 8ng-ln8 through a duct from the tunnel make-up , 
air system. A friction&se labyrtith slfp joint in the inlet-air 
duct 40 feet upstream of the 8ngIne inlet made.possible the measure- 
ment of thrust with the wind-tunnel balance. The air was throttled 
from apprOXimat8ly Sea-18V81 m833Ur8 to the desired pressure at the 
eI@r,e~iIllet while the pr883Ur8 in the Wind-tLlIul81 t83t Section Was 
maintain8d at the desired preeeure altitude. The temperature of 
the air supplied to the engtie was maintained at approximately 
520° R in Order to prevent icing when water was injected. 

This investigation wa3 conducted at pressure altitudes of 
5000 and 20,000 feet and a ram-pressure ratio of 1.05, which 
corresponds to a flight Mach number of 0.265. At both pressure 
altitUd88, the engine was'operated at a speed of 7600 rpm and data 
were obtained at Va?TiOUE Nat8r flOw3. A maxbum water flow of 
2.65 pounds 90%~ second was limft8d by the pumping equipment. .A 
fiX8d-3Z8a tall-pipe nozzle 16: inches in diameter was installed on 
the 8I@n8. 

A survey rake was MOUnt8d in the inlet duct upstream of the 
engine inlet to measure tempsraturee and preeeuree from which the 
air flow wae calculated. The presrsure and the temperature of the 
m383 W8r8 measured at SeVel-El1 Station3 ti the 8T.@n8 (fig. 3) and 
thrust was determined from the balance scalee. The methods used 'to 
calculate thrust and air flow are presented in the appendix. The 
engine was operated tith keroeene (AN-F-32). 
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DISCXJSSION OF RESULTS 

. 

The effect of water injection on the performance of & turbojet 
engine tith a fixed-area tail-pipe nozzle at preeeuro altitudes of. 
5000 and 20,000 feet and a flight Mach number of 0.265 if3 shown in 
figur8E 4 t0 11. The relation between water-air ratio and tail- 
pipe-nozzle outlet total pressure and'temperature is shown in fig- 
ure 4. Throughout most of the range of water-air ratio3 inveetigated, 
the total temperature of the gas at the'tail-pipe-nozzle outlet was 
below the limiting value (168OO R). With the fixed-area tail-pip8 
nozzle used in this investigation, the tail-pipe total temperature 
was higher than the limiting value at very low @nd very high'water- 
air ratios, k order to maintain limiting tail-pipe temperature and 
thereby obtain the maximum avai'lable tbruet at all water-air ratios, 
R variable-area tail-pipe nozzle should be used. 

The effect of water inJection on jet thrust, net thrust, 
percentage increase in net thrust, fuel consumption, air flow, 
fuel-air ratio, and specific fuel and liquid consumption is shown 
in figures 5 to 11. At limiting tail-pipe temperatures and at a 
simulated flight Mach number of 0.265, the net thrust was increaeed 
15 percent at a pressure altitude of 5000 feet and a water-air 
ratio of 0.0407 and 12 percent at a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet 
and a water-air ratio of 0.0535 .(fig. 7). The respective specific 
liquid coneumptione under the38 conditions were 220 and 280 percent 
greater than the specific fuel consumption without water injection 
(fig. 11). 

The data discussed in the previous paragraph indicate that 
water injection afford3 limited gain3 in thrust accompanied by large 
increases in specific liquid consumption. A3 provioualy m8ntiOn8d, 
an inlet-air temperature of approtiately 520° R was maintained 
during the water-injection investigation in order to avoid icing 
at the engine inlet. For the flight condition3 investigated at a 
preseure altitude of 20,000 feet, this temperature was considerably 
higher than the standard atmospheric temperature at that altitude.. 
The engine thrust was therefore reduced. CalCUl&tiOIl8 ehow that if 
the compressor-inlet temperature MS maintained at the NACA standard 
ValU8 COJL'r83pOndiIlg t0 ail altitude Of 20,000 feet, the Ilet thrU3t 
of the engine with no water injection would b8 13.5 percent hie;her 
than the thrust obtainable at limiting turbine-outlet temperature 
with water injection and an inlet-air temperature of 520' R. Thus 
for flight conditiona at which the inlet air must be boated to avo1.d 
icing during the process of water tnjeotion, thrust augmentation by 
the u8e of water injection i3 not practical. 
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Engine-Component Performance 

An anaiysis of temperature and pressure surveys at several 
stations in the engFne has been made to determine the effect of water 
injection on the ongine components. The data show that water tijec- 
tion had no apparent effect on combustfon efficiency and turbine 
efficiency throughout the range of water-air ratios investigated at 
pressure altitudes of 5000 and 20,000 feet. Combustion-efficiency 
data are presented In figure 12 and the method used to determIne 
cmbustion efficiency Is explained in the append-ix. Turbine effi- 
ciency could not be accurately calculated, but as sn indirect 
approach the data were plotted on a turbine characterfstic curve 
(fig. 13) determined fra a previous investigation of the engine 
in the altLtude wind tunnel. It is assumed that infection of water 
does not affect these characteristics. Because the turbine operating 
points with water inJection fell between the 78-percent and 80-percent 
efficiency contours fn figure 13, ft is concluded that the turbine 
efficiency remaIned essentially constant. 

Compressor performan ce could not be accurately determined 
because of the nonuniform temperature and pressure distribution 
across the compressor-outlet annu'lusas well as the nonuniform 
distribution of water vapor at the ccanpressor outlet. An analysis 
of the changes in compressor-outlet pressure, temperature, and 
velocity distributions results, however, in the formation of tentative 
estimate8 regarding compressor performance. Although ltiited in 
scope, the ttwperature and pressure surveys obtained show the 
important effects of water injection on the flow through the 
conpressor. 

Averege cmpressor-outlet preasurea, temperatures, and total- 
pressure ratios for different operating conditions are shown In 
figures 14 and 15. These temperatures and pressures were integrated 
tith respect to the mass-flow dfstrfbution at the compressor outlet. 
This method of integrating the temperatures and pressures is fully 
discussed in the appendix. The ccmrpressor-outlet total and static 
preseures increased and the total temperature decreased as the water- 
air ratio was increased (ffg. 14). The ccmpressor total-pressure 
ratio Increased wLth water-air ratio (fig. 15). 

Surveys of temperature, pressure, and velocity at the cmressor 
outlet are shown in figures 16, 17, and 18, respectively, for 
various water-air ratios at pressure altitudes of 5000 and 
20,000 feet. Barge 'Pariatfons fn temperature, total press?rre, and 
velocity distribution at the compressor outlet indicate a wide 
departure frcrm the design operating conditions of the compressor 

c 
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bladlng. The compesscu*-outlet temperatures are lower at the blade 
tiys than at the blade roots when water fs injected, which indicates 
that the centrifugal action of the compressorthrows the water 
toward the blade ti-ps. (See fig. 16.) Changee in total- and static- 
pressure distributions at the cmpressor outlet for various water- 
air ratios.with a uniform compressor-Inlet total-pressure distribu- 
tion are shown in figure 17, 

Compressor-outlet velocity distributions were markedly changed 
by water injection ss shown In figure 18. These velocities were 
calculated by substituting v-alueB of temperature and pressure obtained 
from figures 16 and17 into the compressible-flow-velocity equation. 

So long as Ytia flow conditions over the compressor blading do 
not deviate very far from the design condittons, water Injection 
should improve the adiabatic compressor efficiency because vaporiza- 
tion of the water reduces the temperature during compression. As 
the water-air ratio was increased, the volume flow through the last 
few stages of the compressor decreased as indicated by the decrease 
in axial velocity at the compressor outlet. As a result, the 
effective angle of attack of the blades fn the latter stages increased 
because the rotational'velocity was not changed. Because at design 
conditions axial-flow-cqressor bUding operates as highly loaded 
airfoils, a small increase in the angle of attack of some of the 
blades would decrease the compressor efficiency and ycssibly cause 
some of the blading to reach a condition of stalling. At the same 
tFme, the decrease in temperature of the fluids flowing through the 
compressor increases the blade Mach number. If the Mach number 
reaches too high a value, compressibility losses may occur over the 
blades and cause a decrease tn compressor efficiency. 

An example of .a condition at which the.campressor blades In the 
latter stages are probably stalled is a water-air ratio of 0.0677 and 
a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet (fig. 16(b)). At this condition, 
the temperature distribution across the compressor-outlot onnulus was 
almost uniform instead of varying au at lower water-air ratios. ThlS 
test condition was later ropeatsd and the uniform temperature 
distribution was again observed. This uniform distribution indicatec 
nixfng of the two fluids at some point in the cclmprossor, which may 
have been the result of compressor-blade stall. 

Changes in compressor efficiency are indicated by the relation 
between water-air rat-lo and tail-pipe-nnzzle outlet total temperature 
(fie;. 4). As small amounts of water are injected, tho tail-pipe 
temperature decreases because of the inorease fn cycle efffciency 
and the possible increase in compressor efficiency. The dfscussion 
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of the effect of water Injection on the engine components, which 
shows that the turbine and co&u&ion efficiency are a$parently 
unaffected, ind%cates that the increase in tail-pipe kmperature at 
the higher water-air ratios is probably caused by a decrease in 
ccmpresaor efficiency. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Results from an investigation in the Cleveland altitude wind 
tunnel of thrust aLqmnt.ation by injecting water at the inlet of 
the axial-flow coqressor of a turbojet 8ngine with a feed-area 
tail-pipe nozzle 1% inches in diameter at an inlet-air temperature 
of approximately 5200 R are as followe: 

1. Water injection in the ccqrossor inlet afford8d limited 
gains 3n thrLLst accompanied by large increases in speciffc liquid 
consumption. With a tail-pipe temperature of 168O'R and at a 
EiimLLlated flight Ikch number of 0.265, the net thrust was increased 
I-5 percent at a Feesure altitnde of 5000 feet and a water-air 
ratio of 0.0407 and 12 qercent at a pressure altitude of 20,000 feet 
and a water-air ratio of 0.0535. These thrust increases were based 
on the thrust available fram a standard turbojet engine at a 
simulated flight Mach number of 0.265 and pressure altitudes of 
5GOU and 20,c)OO feet tith an inlet-a* temperakre of 520° R. The 
ref3~eCtiVS SseCifiC 1Fquid COrflmptiOnS under these conditions were 
220 and 280 percent greater than the specific fuel consurrptfon with- 
out water injection. 

2. Inject-ion of water resulted in large Chang8B in the 
compressor-outlet tqerature and pressure dletributions, which were 
probably accompanied by a reduction in compressor efficiency. 

3, In order to maintain lfinitfng tail-pipe temperature and 
thereby obtain the maximrrm avallable thrust at all water-air ratios, 
a variable-area tail-pfpe nozzle should be used. 
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4. At flight conditions at which the inlet air muet be heated 
to avoid icing during the procese of water inj8CtiOn, tbruet augmenta- 
tion by the 1x38 of water injection is not practical. 

Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
Xational Advisory &Xnmittee for Aeronautics, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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APPENDIX - CALCUlXTIO~ 

A 

B 

cD 

"P 

"3 

%l 

g 

h 

J 

P 

P 

9 

R 

S 

T 

Ti 

t 

Y 

symbole 

The foil- symbol% are used fn this r8pCJ&: 

crose-sectianal area, sq ft 

thrust scale reading, lb 

external drag coefficient of imtallation (detemnined from 
power-off teats) 

specific heat of gas at con&ant pressure, Btu/lb/°F 

Jet thrust, lb 

net p?lst, lb 

acceleration of gravity, ft/%& 

enthalpy, Btu/lb 

mechanical equivalent of heat, ft-lb/&u 

total pressure, lb/%p ft absolute 

static pressure, lb/%q ft abeolute 

dynamic pressure, lb/aq ft 

gas cczmtant, ft-lb/lb OR 

wing-section area, eq ft 

total temperature, OR 

indicated temperature, oR 

static temperature, 91 

velocity, ft/%ec 

ati flow, lb/%ec 
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fuel consumption, lb/W 

gas flow, lb/set 

liquid consumption, lb/hr 

water consumption, lb/hr 

specifio fuel consumption based on not thrust, lb/hr/lb thrust 

specific liquid consumption based on net thrust, 
(lb of fuel + water)/hr/lb thrust 

fuel-air ratio 

ram-pressure ratio 

water-air ratio 

ratio of specific heats for gases 

pressure correction factor, P4/2116 (turbine-inlet total 
pressure divided by DACA standard sea-level pretieure) 

efficiency, percent 

temperature correction factor, 74T4/1.40 x 519 (product of 7 
and total temperature at turbine inlet divided by produot 
of 7 and total temperature for air at MACA standard sea- 
level conditions) 

ma%8 density of gas, slugs/cu ft 

Subscripts: 

a air 

b combustion 

Q P% 

m mixture of steam and gas 

r inlet duct at survey rake, station r 

t turbine 

* 

- 
. 
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W  

X 

0 

1 

5 

4 

5 
* 

6' 

water 

inlet duct at slip Joint, station x 

tunnel test-section free-air stream 

cowl inlet 

compressor mtlet 

turbine inlet 

turbine outlet 

tail-pipe-nozzle outlet 

Methods of Calculation 

Toqerature. - A cold calibratfon of a eample thermocouple up 
to a Mach number of about 0.8 showed that the thermocouple measured 
the static tamperature plus approximately 85 percent of the 
adiabatic temperature rise owing to the impact of the air on the 
thermocouple. Static temperature may be determfned from indicated 
temperature bg applying this factor to the adiabatic relation 
between temperature and preeeure in the fol1owIn.g manner: 

t= 
Ti 

25 
1 + 0.85 $ 

[ I 0 
Y 

-1 

and the total temperature 

(1) 
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. 
Air flow. - The air flow through the engine wa% determined frcan 

pressure and temperature measurement%_obtained with.8 vertical lsurvey -. 
rake in%talled in the inlet duct lli feet ahead of the engine inlet, 
Air flow wa% calculated by 

The static tmperature in equation (3) wa% obtained by u%e of 
equation (1). 

Jet thrust. - Jet thruet was determined from the balance-scale 
measurement% by combining the force8 on the instailation in the 
follting equation: 

FJ 
'aVx 

, =B+C&S'+g + %(Px - PC) 

The eec& term in the right-hand sida of equation (4) represents 
the external drag of the inetallation and the third and fourth terms 
ccanbined represent the force on the lzustallation at the frictionlees 
slip jotit in the Inlet-air duct. 

Equiva.lent airspeed. - Inasmuch a% all calculation% are ba%ed 
on loo-percent r%m recovery, the equivaiont airepeed corresponding 
to the ram-preesure ratio at the engine fnlot can be expreeeed by 

Because the adiabatic temperature rise due to the cowl-Inlet 
velooity wa% low, the equivalent free-stream total temperature can 
be assumed equal to the cowl-inlet indicated temperature. The use 
of thi% as%umption introduaes an error in airspeed of lea% than 
1 percent.' 

Not thrust. - When the equivalent free-stream momentum of the 
Inlet air is subtracted from the get thrust, the following equation 
for net thruet i% obtained: 

- 
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wavO F, = Fj - - 
g 

13 

Combustion efficiency. - Combustion efficiency was calculated 
by making a thermal hoat balance of the entire engine. The enthalpy 
at the compressor inlet included the enthalpy of the dry air upstream 
of the engine and of the water injected. The enthalpy at the tail- 
pipe-nozzle outlet included the enthalpy of the burned gas and of 
the superheated steam. These values are cabined in the following 
equation, which expresses coPnbu%tion efficiency as 

qb = 
hK,6 % $ hg,6 wg - ha, 1 wa - hw,l ww (7) 

18,600 Wf 

Method of integration. - Compressor-outlet temperaturea and 
pressures were averaged with respect to the radial ma%%-flow 
distribution. Temperature and pressure profiles (fig%. 16 and 17) 
were used to calculate the mass flow through six incremental 
annul1 at the compressor outlet. Each incremental mass flow was 
then divided by the total mass flaw to obtain the integrating 
factore. Each incremental value of temperature and pressure was 
multiplied by the corresponding mass-flow integrating factor. The 
mm of thelse product% was used a% the average value. 

1. Fleming, W. A., and Dietz, R, 0.: Altitude-Wind-Tunnel 
Investigations of Thrust Augmentation of a Turbojet Engine. 
I - Performance with Tail-Pipe Burning. NACA RM No. E6120, 1946. 

2. Dundin, Bruce T., mn, I&rry W., and Gabriel, David S.: 
Experimental Investigation of Thrust Augmentation of a Turbojet 
Engine at Zero Ram by Means of Tail-Pipe Burning. NACA RM 
No. E6J21, 1946. 

. 
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Comp I Engine inlet ray noz, 
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zle /Air manifold 

water mani fold 

\ 

Inlet duct 

Figure I. - fnstallation of water-injection manifold ahead 
of compressor inf et. 
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Figure 2. - Cross-section of al r-atomizing spray nozzle used 
for water injection. 
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(a) Pressure altitude, 5000 feet; Tr ut3-swaam static preamro, p0, 1767 
pounds per squalv toot. 

Figure 4.- mfeat ot rater injeation on tail-pipeaozzle outlet pressure and 
temperature of turbojet engine. Englna speed, 7600 rpm~ equivalent fltght 
Maoh number, 0.265; inlet-air temperature, approxlrately S20° R. 
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; (a) Pressure altitude, SO00 feat. 

0 .Ol .03 .05 .W 
Water-air ratio, w/a 

(b) Pressure altitude, 20,000 Ceet. 
Figure 5.- Effect OS rater injection on jet thrust of turbojet ensine. Bugtie 

speed, 7600 rpn* equlralent flI@ t Mach number, 
approximately SkOO R. 

0.265; Inlet-air temperature, 
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Uater-air ratlo, w/a 
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lrigurt 6.- Rfftct of water Infection on net thrust of turbo et engine. 
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(a) Prtssurt altitude, 5000 feet. 

0 .Ol .05 .0( .05 rc 
W8tar*ir ratio, w/a 

(b) Prerrurt altitude, 20,ooO feet. 
pigwe 7.0 Xnertase In nee thnmt of turbojet engbe obtaained with water 

injeotion. -ina tpted, 7600 rpmj equlvaltnt flight Xaoh number, 0.26Si 
blot-air temperature, approximotaly Se00 B. 

. 
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(a) pressure altltudt, SOQO feet. 

Water-air ratio, r/a 
(b) Pressure altitude, 20,000 feet. 
Figure 9.- Effect of rater injection on air ilor of turbojtt.englne. 

&gine speed, 7600 ra; equivalent flight Mach number, 0.266; inlet- 
air temperature, approximately 520" R. 

z (a) Pressure altitude, 6000 feat. 

e 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 

0 .Ol .= Co3 .04 .OS .W .07 
Water-ah ratlo, w/a 

(b) Pressure altitude, 20,000 feet. 
Figure lO.- Effect of rater 1nJectlon on luel-alr ratio of turbojet engine. 

Engine tpetd, 7600 rpm; equivalent flight Kach ntrnber, 0.261; inlet-afr 
temperature, approxlmattly 520° R. 
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Figure l2.- Eifect or water injeott;nf;E aombustion efficiency of turbojet 
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Plgure 13.- Relation betveen aomected gas flor and tpfbine total-pressure 
ratio with rater injeatlon. Turblne-characteristlc etffclency contours 
obtained tram previous investigation. 
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Figure 14.- Effect of water lnjeatioa 011 compressor-outlet total prrsrurOe 
rtatie pressure, and total temperature. Engine aped, 7600 rpnj l qUiv8Llnt 
fll6ht rkeh number, 0,%265; Inlet-air tempersture, l ppmxlmately 820’ It. 
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Pigum 14.- Concluded. Eifsct ot rater lnfectlon on compressor-outlet total 

pressure, static pressurs, and total temperature. 
equivalent flight Mach number, 

Eagfne speed, 7600 rpm; 

5200 Ft. 
0.265; inlet-air temperature, approxtmately 
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FQurt 15.- Effect of water injection on comprtsror total-pressure ratio. 

Engine speed, 7600 rpm; equivalent flight Mach number, 0.265; inlet-air 
temperature, approximately 520' R. 
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~igme 16.- Effect of water in'jection 09 corrpressor-outlet 
total-temperature distributiork, Engine speed, 7600 rpm; 
eqtivalent night M~CII number, 0.265; inlet-air tempera- 
ture, approximately 5200 A, 
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Figure 17.0 Effect of water indeotion on compressor-outlet 

total- and etatfo-pressure distributiona. Engine speed, 
7600 rpm; equivtient flight Mach numtmr, 0.265; inlet-e%r 
temperature, approximately 520° B. 
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Figure 17.. Concluded. Effect of water injection on compressor- 
outlet total- and static-pressure distributions. Engine speed, 
7600 rpm: equivalent flight Mach number, CI.265: inlet-air 
temperature, approximately 520° R. 
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Fig& lg.- Effect of water injeation on compressor-outlet 
velocity distribution, Engine speed, $00 rpm; equivaleaf 
flight Mach number, 0.265; inlet-air temperature, qproxi- 
nnately 520° B. 
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Figure 18. - Concluded. Effect of water injection on com- 

pressor-outlet velocity distribution. Engine speed, 
7600 rpm; equivalent flight Mach numbsr, 0.265; inlet-air 
temperature, approximately 520° R. 
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